Would I lie to you?

Hellooooo!!
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We’re not still in
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Why so much mail?
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I say, I say, I say ...
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My emails have suddenly gone teenytiny. I can’t believe nobody’s
complained because they must need
a magnifying glass to read them.
Ah-ha. That’s the clue right there - nobody’s
complained. Reason for that is they're not
seeing what you’re seeing. You’ve managed
to Zoom out on your screen. When you’re
typing your email, click on Format Text from
the top menu, and way over to
the right on that ribbon bar is
the Zoom option. You’ll find
you’re not on 100% - set it back
to that and you’ll be fine.

Continuing our Email Special edition, we’d like you to consider
who your emails come from. Obviously you know who they say
they come from, but are you being deceived?
Here’s one. It’s from ‘Support’, which is pretty vague anyway
so that should get the flags waving. But what’s all that nonsense
in blue after it? Well that’s who really sent it. And while it’s
nice that they put exchangelab in the address to give it a bit of
verisimilitude, who the heck is barcalonesa.com?

How about this one? A client had this, telling her that her
Outlook password was about to expire.

Why don’t I get reminders about my
Outlook calendar appointments?

They might be turned off. Go into your
Calendar, and then choose File -> Options ->
Advanced and make sure that Show
Reminders is ticked.
You can also take a peek at your Calendar off
the Email page. In the bottom left, you have
these symbols?

Second from the left is the Calendar one.
Hover over it and you’ll get a peek at it
without actually changing pages.
Alternatively, you can - heaven help us - ‘dock
the peek’. If, once you’ve hovered over the
Calendar symbol, you slide your mouse up to
the top right to the point shown, it’ll display
the caption ‘dock the peek’ and choosing
that will put your Calendar and appointments
as a permanent side-bar to your emails.

Oh well, it comes from Outlook WebApp, so that’s OK …
except no, see it doesn’t. It actually comes from pat@casey.net
and it’s for sure they’ve got nothing to do with your Outlook
password.
Always, ALWAYS look at the real sender. You’ll know from
your own emails that you send out what a matching set of
sender’s addresses should look like. Here’s mine:

INBOUND
VIRUSES

We had to introduce a new email spam/virus filtering
service in July, as the old service was closing down. In
actual fact, it limped on till the end of August, because
Covid19 meant that many resellers simply didn't have the
resources to throw at a big migration like that in the
timescales given. But with each new extension only being
notified on the day of the latest ‘deadline’, the pressure
never actually lifted.

OUTBOUND

We admit the first service we tried didn’t pan out. It was
a good, powerful system, but needed so much
configuration that we seemed to be battling new issues
every day. Like the Hydra, you lopped one head off and
more sprouted in its place. It was exhausting, and so with
the bags under our eyes qualifying for their own postcode,
we cut our losses and assessed a couple of other services.
We’ve got both these in operation now, with the client
base split across them according to which system seemed
to best suit their circumstances. We want to settle on
just one, but at the moment, there are pluses and minuses to each that’s making the choice difficult. And of course,
they both suffer from comparison with the old system. You liked the old system. We liked the old system. But it’s
gone and will not be back, not even by popular demand.
Word is there’s supposed to be a whole raft of developments coming up on one of the systems in the next few
months that might tip the balance in its favour, and we’re obviously keeping a keen eye on this (the keen eye is the
one with the least prominent bags under it).

Yes, there can be very
cleverly disguised addresses we’ve seen many ‘Amazon’
emails that at a passing glance
look like they come from
amazon.com but it’s actually
amzon.com or some closelymisspelled variant.
We have gone on about this
so, so many times in the past,
but we can’t stress strongly
enough that you need to read
what emails really say and not what they seem to say. Read the
words, and especially check the sender. If you work in
Accounts and receive an email entitled ‘invoice’, don’t just
automatically click any attachments or links. Scammers know
that accounts@... is a very likely address to be valid for an
organisation, and yes of course you’ll be expecting emails
entitled ‘invoice’. That’s why they aim that particular scam at
you.

-

Some email scams are quite sophisticated, we admit, but many
rely on user inattention. The scammers make it just good
enough to pass a cursory inspection, but trust that you won’t
take a second look. But we urge you to take that second look.
Yes, you may have anti-spam filters, but scammers spend every
waking minute trying to find ways around those. It’s a constant
battle, with you as the last line of defence.

-
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top Secret key Do not loSe!
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Wed 1 Jul 9:00am
Payrolls lady is call us all back to Aspects offices. I am
full of excites to be seeing everyone again! Even Sergei!!
I am love all my Aspects buddies!!!
Wed 1 Jul 9:25am
I am hate everybody at Aspects. Is no Kit-Kat. Payrolls
lady say she is not want to be sterilising lid of tin every 5
minutes. Also, no-one is make me cup of tea. Nikki
say is not possible to deliver cup of tea and stay proper
distance away. OK, so leave mine in kitchen! IT Boss
Man say is not room in kitchen for everyone. Well I am
not want everyone in kitchen. Just person who is make
my tea, and then me when I am collect it. Simples.
Payrolls lady say everything is work out if we is prepared
to make sacrifices. Fine. I am propose we sacrifice Sergei. Is full moon on Sunday and I
am not busy.
Fri 10 Jul
New company is open up next door to Aspects. Ohhhhhhhh. Peoples, they is make
CAKES. And PASTRIES. And all manner of goodly things…. Sorry, I am drool into fur
a little bit. Payrolls lady is ask if I am maybe want change of career? But I say no, I am
loyal to Aspects. She is mumble something about never catching a break.
Wed 15 Jul
Everyone at Aspects is very stressy. I am panic a bit, because Payrolls lady say they is
busy firefighting. I am ask where is fire??! She say no, is not real fire. Is lots of fixing
problems, all the time, and new one is spring up every minute, like spark from wildfire. Is
all to do with emails. If I am understand, things is stop that is meant to go, things is go
that is meant to stop and some things is go nowhere at all. (So is like Sergei driving car!
Snh-snh-snh!)
Mon 10 Aug
You are miss me, yes? I am being on holidays. Actually I am ready for coming back in
July, but Payrolls lady say I am have to self-isolate for two weeks. I am ask if she is sure,
because I am holiday in Bridgend, I am not go to foreign places. She say yes, she is very
sure I am have to stay away from office for two more weeks. So I am phone her on
Friday to see if I am come back today. She say is no reason why not, and she is sure of
this because she is look very, very hard for one.

Just because this is briefer than usual, don’t imagine people are getting
smarter.

“Who uses this computer?”
“Myself and my son.”
“OK, I’m going to need both
your passwords please.”
“Oh, right. Pinto1976.”
“Is that your password or your
son’s password?”
“Yes.”

“Yes, hello, can you tell me how to
disconnect service to a mobile
phone?”
“Has it been lost, or stolen?”
“No, no. I told my daughter I’d
disconnect it if she didn’t do her
chores. I think it’s time to make
the threat a reality.”
“It’ll only take a second.”
“OK, great. You may want to
lower the volume on your
headset. Turn it off … now.”
[Shrieks and swearing in the
background - presumably she was mid
-call]

“Yeah, hi, I’m struggling to get my new phone set
up for my emails?”
“That’s fine. I can send you some instructions. You
can get email somewhere else, yes?”
“Yeah, yeah. I can pick it up on my PC.”
“OK, I’ll send them now. Let me know if you’re
still struggling after you’ve been through them.”
[2 hours later …]
“I still can’t get this to work.”
“Did you get my email OK?”
“Yes.”
“Did it all make sense?”
“No.”
“No?”
“Well I dunno. I didn’t read it.”

“How do I set my laser printer to stun?”

“Ever since you fixed that paper jam, my
computer has been running slower.”

“Right, I’m going to
remote across to you and
we’ll see what’s going on
…. OK, I’m there. So,
which is the menu option
that’s not working?”
“This one.”
“Sorry, which one?”
“THIS one!”
“I can’t see where you’re
pointing, sir.”
“HERE!!” [tap-tap-tap]
“No, you need to show
me.”
“I AM SHOWING YOU!!
[tap!!-tap!!-tap!!]
“Sir, I can only see your
screen. I can’t see you.
You need to use your
mouse to show me, not
your finger.”
“Oh. Well how was I to
know?!

Wed 12 Aug
Is … so …. hot. Is like Kalahari, but with less sand and no snakes.
Thurs 13 Aug
Thunderstorms. I am get embarrassed when there is thunderstorms. Frightened? Oh
no, I am not get frightened. But fur is stand on end and I am look like I am tumbledried on high setting. Is not good look for rufty-tufty ‘kat.
Fri 14 Aug
Oh my. So on one side, we are have cakey makers. Two doors other way, café is now
start doing pizza. Today, IT Boss Man is treat all of Aspects to pizza lunch. Oh peoples, I
think I am become fat ‘kat. I am decide to wear mask, on basis it is harder to stuff face.
Between you and me, loyal fans, I am also think it is make me look dashing, like Butch
Katsidy or Sundance Kit, no? (Payrolls lady say she is not sure about dashing. Runny,
maybe. Hmph).
Tues 25 Aug
Storm Ellen. Or is maybe Francis. I am not able to keep up. Is set letterbox to rattling
anyway. Nikki is get full of excites that is maybe postman for us, but no. If he is ever
rattle our letterbox, is usually with posts for peoples who is move out three years ago or
brown envelopes from HMRC. Is never cause for excites.
Mon 7 Sept
IT Boss Man is get surprise box from vendor. Is contain many bags of Gourmet popcorn.
But IT Boss Man is on diet. Aspects team is give him full support, and is offer to take
temptation away, but he say (a) he is not going to be on diet forever and (b) bags is
marked best before March 2021, so get thieving paws off his popcorn.
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One of the issues we encountered in changing spam filtering platforms was - for some people - an
increase in spam email.
These unwanted emails go through the filters because there’s nothing actually bad about them. The
senders aren’t on a list of spammers, there are no phishing links in the mail, nor malware or viruses
hidden anywhere. Just because you don’t want to receive the mail doesn't mean there’s anything
intrinsically harmful in it. The spam filters check against all kinds of criteria to decide whether to
deliver mail. Guessing whether you’d be interested unfortunately isn’t one of
them. (If only, eh? Imagine if the postie sorted out all the junk and opted not to
push it through your letterbox). Besides, one man’s junk is another man’s
treasure, as we discovered when sorting out whitelists and blacklists in the
changeover. In the same organisation, a sender might appear on one user’s
whitelist and another user’s blacklist.
To be honest, post-lockdown, all our mailboxes were flooded with sales emails,
advertisements, invitations to webinars, product announcements and the like.
After months of dormant trade, it was time to Sell, Sell, Sell.
It’s also worth remembering that new systems can take some time to train - you
may not recall, being as it’s a few years ago now, but the old system took a bit of
getting used to as well. Again, you’re comparing the new system with the
system you’d spent years knocking into shape.
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